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The research paper which is divided into 3 chapters, explores the determination 
principles, accomplished and unaccomplished patterns, rendering meritorious service 
concerning selling and transporting drug offenses. 
In the first chapter, the author claims to adopt the presumption principle based on 
finding out the basic facts, and makes a general introduction to the comprehension and 
determination standard concerning the knowledge. At the same time, the author 
analyses a lot of cases, and summarizes concrete situations in which the suspects can 
be presumed to be deliberate in the subjective elements in drug offenses. For the 
determination concerning doubtable facts of selling and transporting drugs, the author 
claims to adopt the principle of “advantageous to the accused in doubt about the facts”, 
analyses the situations in which the doubtable facts of selling and transporting drugs 
are not affirmed or affirmed lightly, and points out two exceptional situations of 
“advantageous to the accused in doubt about the facts” principle. 
The second chapter is concerned about the determination of the accomplished and 
unaccomplished patterns of selling and transporting drug offenses. The paper 
demonstrates its unaccomplished pattern by discussing this offense belonging to the 
process behavior in the constitution and its legislation of foreign countries. It also 
analyses the standards of the accomplished and unaccomplished patterns from the 
seller and the buyer, proposing that selling drug offenses adopt the theory of entrance 
exchange and transporting drug offenses adopt the theory of starting transportation. 
The third chapter is about the determination of rendering meritorious service. The 
paper thinks rendering meritorious service is beneficial to the society, and reflects 
upon some problems about the stipulations concerning rendering meritorious service. 
In fact, “ impeaching, revealing”, “providing clues”, “helping” themselves are difficult 
to distinguish, so it proposes that “providing important clues for solving other cases, 
which is verified through investigation” should be amended as “providing important 
clues for solving  cases, which is verified through investigation or providing clues for 
catching suspects”, and  “ providing clues for catching suspects” should be 
incorporated into the situation of rendering meritorious service. At the same time, it 















out the drug money and drugs instead of arresting suspects to helping the accused to 
render meritorious service. Besides, the paper discusses the foundations of lenient 
punishment and the breadth rang of lenient punishment concerning rendering 
meritorious service, and summarizes the situations in which the offenders rendering 
meritorious service are not affirmed leniently and the factors that can be considered if 
affirmed leniently.  
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案例一：2000 年 10 月，颜某某找到谭某某，要谭带其做生意。谭某某对颜
某某说：“有种生意你敢不敢做？”颜某某知道谭某某在贩卖毒品，但为了牟
利，表示同意。谭某某要颜某某准备人民币 5 万元，并商定“生意”做成后连








                                                 
















































                                                 

























































































































































































































案例二：2002 年 5 月，廖甲受雇于被告人廖乙，从事货物运输。2002 年 7
月初，廖甲发现廖乙办的厂可能生产毒品，同年 7 月 8 日，廖甲受廖乙指使，
将 674 公斤冰毒半成品从加工点转运到临时仓库内，获利 3000 元，该批半成品
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